ABSTRACT DNA sequence predicted from polyacrylamide gelbased technologies is inaccurate because of variations in the quality of the primary data due to limitations of the technology, and to sequence-specific variations due to nucleotide Interactions within the DNA molecule and with the gel. The ability to recognize the probability of error In the primary data will be useful in reconstructing the target sequence of a DNA sequencing project, and in estimating the accuracy of the final sequence. This paper describes the use of linear discriminant analysis to assign position-specific probabilities of incorrect, over-and under-prediction of nucleotides for each predicted nucleotide position In primary sequence data generated by a gel-based DNA sequencing technology. Using this method, most of the error potential In primary sequence data can be assigned to a limited number of discrete positions. The use of probability values in the sequence reconstruction process, and in estimating the accuracy of consensus sequence determination is described.
INTRODUCTION
Published DNA sequences are known to contain errors, but the error rates are not known precisely. Errors in GenBank sequences have been estimated to be between about 0.3% and 0.03% (1) , and errors in contaminating sequences in the EMBL sequence database were found to have an error frequency of greater than 3% (2) . Error rates in different individual sequences are likely to vary because different laboratories use sequencing technologies with differing reliability and because the sequencing is performed by researchers having differing levels of expertise. The local error distribution within an individual sequence is also not likely to be uniform. This may be caused by features of the DNA sequence which increase error locally (homopolymers, simple repeats, secondary structure, 'compression'), and variations in the quality of the experimental data (depth of coverage, sequence prediction from low-quality parts of the primary sequence data).
There are several reasons for wanting to know the accuracy of DNA sequence data. Accurate sequence is essential for designing oligonucleotides to prime DNA synthesis for PCR. The sensitivity of pattern recognition methods used in sequence analysis is influenced by the accuracy of the analyzed sequences. Conclusions drawn from the study of naturally occurring sequence polymorphisms in populations of individuals is another example. For each of these examples, it would be useful to know the probability of mistaken, missing or extra nucleotides at each position in the sequences of interest.
Research reported to date on error determination and analysis in DNA sequencing projects is limited. The distribution of errors in completed sequencing projects has been described by some authors (3) (4) (5) . A program to detect certain errors in published sequences has been described (6) ; and the affect of sequence accuracy on the identification of sequence homology has been characterized (7) . Recently, Churchill and Waterman (8) and Chen and Hunkapiller (5) have developed methods for quantifying the accuracy of reconstructed DNA sequence data.
Despite the importance of assigning error estimates to DNA sequence data, no sequencing hardware vendor provides accuracy information with the nucleotide sequence predictions generated by their systems. Consequently there are no software systems supporting sequence reconstruction from gel-based data that can provide accuracy estimates for completed sequences.
Our group is building a software environment to support highthroughput DNA sequencing (9) . One requirement for our system is to generate finished sequence with estimates of the accuracy of each predicted nucleotide. As a first step, we are developing a method for estimating position-specific error probabilities in the primary sequence data obtained from gel-based DNA sequencing hardware.
All automated gel-based sequencing technologies produce a gel 'image' which is processed to yield a predicted sequence for a portion of the image where the data is of relatively high quality and interpretable by software. Interpretation of the gel image involves enhancement of the image with standard image processing techniques, determination of the position of bands (the location of nucleotides) in the gel, and finally prediction of the specific nucleotide represented by the data in that band (e.g. by the relative intensity of fluorescent dyes in the gel in fluorescencebased sequencing). The accuracy with which a nucleotide base can be predicted is a function of many factors. Factors which are independent of sequence include band resolution, absolute intensity of fluorescence, intensity of fluorescence relative to background, and gel artifacts affecting local mobility and band *To whom correspondence should be addressed shape. Factors which are dependent on the sequence itself include secondary structure-induced pause sites and mobility compressions, homopolymer-induced mobility artifacts, and the specific nucleotides at the 3'-terminus of the oligonucleotide (10). Sulston et al. (3) and Huang (4) have observed that the distribution and type of error varies significantly as a function the position of the data in the sequencing gel.
Our approach is to compare an original primary sequence data set to its edited and reviewed finished sequence (presumed to be accurate) to reveal the position of accurate and erroneous predictions in the original data. We compile data sets of these positions and apply multivariate discriminant analysis to the data to associate accurate or erroneous data with different measurable characteristics of the underlying image data. This information is then used to compute the probability of error at each position in the primary data based on the local quality of the image data.
METHODS

Background
The assumption that underlies our approach is that errors in predicting the correct nucleotide at a position in a sequencing gel are due to variation in the 'quality' of the primary data on which the prediction is based. Furthermore, the quality of the data is a function of several variables and the effect of these variables on the data can be measured indirectly by calculating the values of 'features' or 'characteristics' of the data.
We have applied the technique of discriminant analysis to relate the i-th base position in a primary sequence data set to one of two alternative classes,W,, W 2 (11) . The procedure of linear discriminant analysis is to find a linear combination of the measures (or 'characteristics') X\, ...,x p , such that the distributions for the two groups will possess minimal overlap. The linear discriminant function: 
where q { is the a priori probability that an individual observation is from x ( -0=1,2 
We also calculate the posterior probability empirically from the distribution of discriminant values of test data. Comparison of the theoretical and empirical probabilities allows us to test the assumption that the distribution of the values of measured characteristics is multivariate normal.
Data sets
In this study, we develop models for three types of errors: a specific nucleotide is predicted at a position, but the prediction is incorrect (miscall); an extra nucleotide not present in the target sequence has been predicted at a position (overcall); and a nucleotide corresponding to a true target sequence position has failed to be predicted in the adjacent position (undercall).
To create data sets of accurate, miscall, overcall, and undercall predictions, we start with a published DNA sequence, the product of extensive human editing and review, and the original primary sequence data produced by Applied Biosystems (ABI) 373A sequencing hardware. The ABI 'primary' data used in this study refers to the ABI chromatograph lane file which is the result of image processing of the original gel image to remove background, noise and correct band migration for the different fluorescent reporters.
The published sequence is taken to be the 'true' sequence, while recognizing that a small number of errors may remain. The predicted sequence from each primary data set is aligned to the 'true' sequence using a local alignment algorithm (13) . Use of the local alignment algorithm excludes any vector or unrelated sequence from the alignment as well as any regions where the quality of the data is significantly degraded. The 'true' bases are compared to their aligned bases in the primary data and the position of accurate, miscall, overcall and undercall predictions are noted to create the 4 data sets. 9. The average G + C content in the (i-2) to (i+2) region. 10. The average purine content in the {i-2) to (i+2) region. 11. The average content over the (i-2) to (i+2) region of the nucleotide predicted at i.
Measured characteristics
12. The difference between the maximal intensities of the current and previous positions:
13. The difference between the maximal intensities of the current and next positions:
14. The absolute value of (12). 15. The absolute value of (13). 24. The same as (22) except that the calculation is performed using the sum of intensities at points within a region equal to one-half the interpeak spacing and centered on j.
25. The same as (23) except that the calculation is performed using the sum of intensities at points within a region equal to one-half the interpeak spacing and centered on j.
These characteristics provide measures of absolute and relative fluorescence intensities, local aberrations in fluorescence intensity, uniformity of peak spacing, peak resolution, and local nucleotide composition.
Determining significant characteristics
The Mahalanobis distance, D 2 , separating accurate predictions from each type of error was calculated for all characteristics individually. For each error type, a discriminant function was developed using an iterative procedure (11, 14) . The most significant characteristic, as measured by the value of D 2 , is combined separately with each of the remaining characteristics to yield a new discriminant function and D 2 . The additional characteristic giving the largest D 2 is then accepted into the discriminant function. The cycle is repeated with the remaining characteristics until O^+q, based on p+q characteristics does not increase the discriminating power of D^ based on p characteristics as measured by the Fisher F-statistic (11, 14) :
where m = n\n 2 l(n\+ni) ("i+ n 2~2).
It is possible that this forward iterative procedure will result in a biased selection of significant characteristics. To check this, we also used a backward iteration starting with a full set characteristics, and dropping insignificant ones until all remaining characteristics produce a significant change in F when dropped.
Empirical calculation of error probability
Error models were developed empirically by calculating the value of the discriminant function z for each error type over testing subsets of the data sets. For each error type, this results in a distribution of values for the error data set and the accurate prediction data set. The probability of error type E given the value of z is calculated using Bayes' rule:
p(e F \z) =
p(e £ )• p(z\e E )
P(z) (8) for different ranges of the value of z-
RESULTS
Analysis of error in an authentic sequencing project
We have applied linear discriminant analysis to the development of a position-specific error model using data from a typical sequencing project. We started with a published DNA sequence (GenBank accession # M81257; 15,204 nucleotides) and the original ABI 373A sequence data (133 sequences totalling 59,359 nucleotides) kindly provided by Richard Gibbs, Baylor College of Medicine. All sequence data used in this study was generated by primer extension using Sequenase under standard conditions. Data sets for accurate, miscall, overcall, and undercall predictions were developed as described following alignment of the original predicted sequences to the published sequence. The distribution of error types in the data sets is summarized in Table 1 .
Mahalanobis Distance of Individual Characteristics
We wished to determine the characteristics of the primary sequence data associated with the different types of errant predictions. Others have noted that the frequency of error in base predictions increases toward the end of the primary sequence data (3-5). However, it is likely that mistaken predictions are due primarily to degradation in the quality of data as measured by the intensity of fluorescence, peak spacing and other characteristics, some of which may be more pronounced as a function of position in the data.
The values of 25 such characteristics were calculated for 'learning' sets of 588 miscall, 378 overcall, and 265 undercall errors and 10,000 accurate predictions. The Mahalanobis distances separating each of the three error populations from the accurate population were calculated for each individual characteristic. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1 .
Characteristics with the largest Mahalanobis distance for each error type have the highest discriminant ability. Each measured characteristic has an unique pattern in its ability to discriminate the three types of errors from accurate predictions. For miscall errors, peak width (characteristic 16) and the difference in intensities of the fluorescent maxima at a position (characteristics 2 and 6) are the most important. For overcall errors, peak spacing (characteristics 7 and 8) and prediction of the same nucleotide at consecutive positions (characteristic 3) are the most useful. For undercall errors, the difference in fluorescent intensities (characteristics 2 and 6), consecutive calls of the same nucleotide (characteristic 11), and peak shape (characteristics 19-21) are the most important. This difference in patterns is also illustrated by the histogram in Figure 2 , which focuses on the unique Figure 3 . Distribution of discriminant values. The linear discriminant functions combining significant characteristics for each error type were applied back to the training sets of miscall, overcall, undercall and accurate positions. For each error type, the figure shows the distribution of discriminant values for accurate predictions, the erroneous predictions, and the probability of error given the discriminant value range.
Distribution of Discriminant Values for Error Data Sets
patterns of 4 characteristics measuring aspects of peak spacing, G plus C content, peak width, and interpeak intensity (characteristics 7, 9, 16, and 22 respectively).
We developed a discriminant function for each error type combining all significant characteristics by the iterative procedure described in Methods. Following this procedure, characteristics were included in the discriminant functions in the following orders: 16, 6, 9, 13, 24, 8, 25, 7, 3, 17, 12, 21, 2, 18, 20, 14,  5, 19, 11, 22, and 10 for miscalls; 7, 3, 21, 16, 11, 5, 8, 24,  6, 1,4, 2, 25, 19, 9, 13, 18 , and 17 for overcalls; and 6, 24,
Overcall Discrimination (Test Data)
KUKX)
Overcall Discrimiant Value Figure 4 . Distribution of discriminant values on test data. The linear discriminant function for overcall errors was applied to test data sets of overcall and accurate positions. The figure shows the distribution of discriminant values for accurate predictions, the overcall predictions, and the probability of error given the discriminant value range. 11, 8, 13, 25, 21, 17, 7, 3, 2, 19, 12, 20, 14, 15, 16, 22 , and 23 for undercalls. Note that the order in which the characteristics are combined is different than their rank order in Table 2 because the information added by each characteristic is not independent. The Mahalanobis distance for the combination of significant characteristics (shown in italics in the table) is 5.29, 8.54 and 3.22 for miscall, overcall and undercall respectively. The backward iterative procedure produced the same result for miscalls and undercalls. For overcalls, characteristics 1, 6 and 17 were additionally rejected but replaced by 12 and 20 with no significant change in the quality of the discrimination. Figure 3 shows the distribution of discriminant values (z) applied back to the 'training' data sets of errors and accurate predictions. For each type of error, the value of z clearly separates the error data set from the data set of accurate predictions. The distribution of discriminant values is qualitatively the same for 'test' data sets. The distribution on a test set of overcall errors is displayed in Figure 4 .
Development of an error probability model
The probability of the occurrence of error type £ at a position / given the value of zip (e^l)] was calculated using Bayes' Rule as described in Methods. The probability of error as a function of z for each error type is also shown in Figures 3 and 4 .
The range of error probability is dramatic, 67% of miscall, 82% of overcall and 86% of undercall positions have a calculated p (e E \z,) of greater than 0.10, 0.10, and 0.04 respectively. On the other hand, 80%, 90%, and 86% of accurate positions have p (e E \zi) of less than 2x 10~3, 10" 3 , and 10~3 in the miscall, overcall, and undercall data sets respectively. The significance of this is that most of the error potential in primary sequence data is localized to a few discrete positions using this approach. The probability of error in most of the sequence data is quite low.
We have also calculated the theoretical probability of error given the discriminant value (Eq. 6). The theoretical values (not shown) are similar to those obtained empirically, validating our assumption that the characteristics we measure have a multivariate normal distribution.
Applying the error model to primary sequence data
To illustrate the utility of the error models, we calculated the p (e E \zi) of miscall, overcall and undercall error across several examples of primary sequence data. Figure 5 presents histograms of error probability for each kind of error for one example data set. Positions with high probability for error are discrete and clearly identified in the histogram. The alignment of the original predicted sequence from the primary data with the 'true' sequence is also shown in Figure 6 . Positions with an error in the original sequence are associated with high calculated values for the probability of error.
Examination of several such data sets shows a tendency for the average probability of base prediction error to increase with position in the sequence data. This has been noted by other investigators who have tabulated errors as a function of position in the sequence (3) (4) (5) . We observed this tendency in our data despite the fact that the position of a base prediction was not one of the characteristics measured for the discriminant analysis.
DISCUSSION
Sequence prediction accuracy may be estimated from primary sequence data
We have used linear discriminant analysis to demonstrate that the probability of accurately predicting nucleotides in sequence data may be estimated from characteristics in the primary data such as fluorescence intensity, peak shape and spacing, base composition, and local variations in these characteristics. In subsequent studies to be reported elsewhere, we have improved on the combined discrimination reported in Table 2 by using a much larger training data set, and by testing additional characteristics (including measures from the beginning and ends of the gel data).
All characteristics used in this study were calculated from the modified image data provided by the sequencing hardware vendor which was derived by processing the original raw photometry data using proprietary algorithms. We suppose that some information relevant to nucleotide prediction accuracy is lost during this transformation (for example, the original signal to noise ratio). Our success in developing an error model based on the processed image data is gratifying because it demonstrates that much information regarding error probability is present in Sequence Position . Example error probability on aligned primary sequence data. A subregion of the histogram calculated in Figure 4 is shown with the original predicted sequence aligned to the homologous region of the final consensus sequence the data, and because it makes this approach to error analysis more accessible to the typical end-user.
alignment and consensus generation. In future work, we will extend the method to assign probabilities for the occurrence of each nucleotide at every position in the primary sequence data in place of simply assigning a probability of error to a single predicted nucleotide.
The software environment that we are developing to support high-throughput DNA sequencing, the Genome Reconstruction Manager (9), will be extended to include a subsystem for computing error models from finished DNA sequencing projects, and a subsystem for assigning position-specific error probabilities to new sequence data. The system will also be modified to use this information in the steps of sequence reconstruction so that the practical utility of this approach may be evaluated on largescale sequencing projects.
